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Now that you’ve received your First Dolphin Attunement,  
We cordially invite you to join us for the rest of …  

The Dolphin Attunement Journey! 

 A Dolphin Path for Courageous Evolving Humans 
 

The awareness that there is 
 a new way upon the planet is spreading. 
There is a way of living that is more joyful 

 that humans can reach for …  
and there is a pathway … 

Reaching for a higher consciousness,  
reaching for a higher wisdom, 

a higher love,  
is the only thing that will bring this planet 

 to a renewed future. 

                                                                                             - Archie, our Dolphin Spirit Guide 

 

Thank you for dipping your toes into the water and receiving your First Dolphin Attunement!  

If you feel the First Dolphin Attunement was a positive and valuable experience for you, and you’d like to explore diving 
deeper with us, your next step is to read this in-depth overview of the profound path Dolphin has created, through us 
and with us, for humanity. 

In the pages below, we’ve laid out in-depth information about The Dolphin Attunement Journey, so that you can read, 
absorb, and feel into the frequency and flow of this incredible gift to humanity from the Dolphin Consciousness.  

We know the Dolphin Attunement Journey isn’t for everyone. This is a deep and sacred spiritual journey that calls upon 
us to have the courage to dive deeply into self, to do deep work, and to open ourselves to rapid and lasting 
transformation. 
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We can tell you from our own experience, and from witnessing close to 1,000 clients from over 20 countries who have 
received this Dolphin gift, that it is so worth it. If you do this, the new you that will greet you on the other side of the 
Seventh Dolphin Attunement will astound you. 

The beauty about embarking upon this path with us is that you won’t be alone. Dolphins don’t do things alone! You’ll be 
supported by the beautiful spirit dolphins who are in service to you. You’ll be supported by us, and the wise, vast, loving, 
pan-universal Dolphin Consciousness with whom we are in co-creation and collaboration. And, you’ll be supported by all 
the other beautiful humans on this journey with you. 

What Are The Seven Dolphin Attunements?  

The Dolphin Attunements are a series of seven spiritual initiations delivered directly by the Dolphin Consciousness. 
They result in a brand new quality of consciousness for the person receiving them – a blended human-dolphin 
consciousness rooted in love, joy, peace, harmony, playfulness, connection, and Oneness. 

The Dolphin Attunement Journey has been described by our friends in spirit as a new spiritual path for humanity.  

Dolphin serves as our primary spiritual teacher and guide on this deeply healing and transformative heart-centered path. 

The Seven Dolphin Attunements are a profound gift Dolphin is making available to humanity at this pivotal time. Dolphin 
describes this journey as a gateway to the new paradigm.  

What will the Dolphin Attunements do for me? 

The truth is, nothing we say here can come close to fully describing the ways you, and your world, may change 
as a result of receiving the Dolphin Attunements.  

Dolphin sees, and knows …  

 where you’ve been throughout all of your soul’s lifetimes,  

 where you are now in your soul’s evolution, and  

 where you are going ~ all of the potential outcomes of your soul’s journey 
in this lifetime, and beyond.  

Dolphin sees, and cherishes, your deepest heart’s desires.  

While you will receive the same Dolphin Attunements every other podmate 
receives, your journey will be completely unique.  

Your unique inner Dolphin journey will unfold based upon …  

 your unique interests, talents, and gifts 

 the areas of healing and growth you need to travel through in your return 
to wholeness 

 the visions and dreams you hold dear in your sacred heart 

Having said all of that, we’ll do our best to paint a picture of possibility for you, 
based on our own experiences, and the experiences of all of the beautiful 
podmates who have traveled this path before you. 

We invite you to pay attention to how you feel as you read these words, and let in 
these possibilities for yourself.  

 

“The Dolphin 
Attunements are one of 
the most fulfilling things 
I’ve ever done. They had 
an impact directly on my 
soul. All my perceptions 
of the world, and myself, 
have changed. After such 
a long search of more 
than 25 years, to me, 
nothing can be compared 
with it.” 

~ Greet Somers, Belgium 
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As you progress through the Seven Dolphin Attunements … 

 Your level of consciousness will be permanently raised as you become attuned to the high, fine 
frequencies of Dolphin. The human body vibrates at a much slower frequency than the dolphin body. Dolphin 
created a form that lives in the sea, because the medium of water can support their high frequencies. This is 
why it’s so difficult for us humans to sustain the Love and Joy frequencies we experience when we’re in the 
physical presence of dolphins, or when we connect with them in spirit. The Dolphin Attunements mitigate this 
limitation. 

 Your physical body (down to your DNA) and energetic structures will undergo a metamorphosis, so that, in a 
remarkably short period of time, you will be able to carry and sustain the higher frequencies of Dolphin, even 
when you’re not physically with them or even thinking about them. You will 
BE a walking, talking human-dolphin! You will radiate Dolphin Love and Joy. 
 

 Your rate of personal healing, growth, and transformation will accelerate, 
and your soul’s evolution will quicken.  
 

 You will begin living more from your heart than your head ~ more from 
love than fear. 

  You will live a broader range of life, and experience a broader range of 
emotions. It’s common, at this stage in the journey, to experience higher 
highs and lower lows. Dolphin tells us that we can only soar as high as 
we’re willing to dive deep! 

 Your return to unconditional and joyous self-love, and your authentic self, 
will be cause for tremendous celebration, indeed! 

 Many who are attracted to this journey are already profoundly connected to the dolphins. Some feel themselves 
to already be dolphins in human form, and their struggle is with being here on Earth in human form. If this is 
you, the Attunements will help to heal the rift between your human self and your dolphin self, so you can lead 
a fulfilling, nurturing, and love-and joy-filled life here on land, among your fellow humans.  

Here are some of the qualities of Dolphin Consciousness that our podmates are embodying and expressing in their daily 
lives, as a result of the Dolphin Attunements. Imagine these qualities opening up for you too.  

 Higher spiritual truths and awarenesses that may be concepts or ideas for you now become your new reality – 
you’re living them. 

 Your connection to linear time gradually drops away and is replaced by that elusive present moment awareness 
– the eternal NOW.  

Your internal guidance system undergoes a shift in authority. Your heart takes the lead, and your mind enters 
into service to your heart.  

 Your mind-body connection is strengthened. Your body begins communicating with you clearly. Your physicality 
serves as a barometer to let you know when you are in alignment with your inner truth – and when adjustments 
are needed! 

 You’ll likely find that you are no longer willing to “settle” for things that do not serve you or bring you joy. You 
begin speaking your truth as never before. You stand up for yourself, and take your rightful place in the world, 
perhaps for the first time in your life! We call this fierce self-love.  

 

“I'm already changing. 
I'm more calm, more in 
the moment, not so 
linear, more joyous, 
more open to receiving, 
and more connected to 
my inside  world  - the 
divine, the heart space, 
the dolphin energy. I am 
sooo grateful!” 
                ~B. W., Wisconsin 
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 Picture a pod of dolphins playing and surfing in frothy waves. This is a metaphor for how you begin moving 
through your life ~ with fluidity of consciousness and flow. Increased goodness “just comes to you” in magical 
and wondrous ways. Synchronicity increases in your daily life, which is so much fun! 

 You have an increased ability to navigate the choppy, murky waters of life’s challenges with grace and ease. Not 
only do you move through these waters more quickly, you naturally uncover the gifts and learnings that await 
your discovery.  
 

 Your emotions become your friends. You discover that by embracing the full range of human emotion, you no 
longer hold anything back to living a full, rich, authentic life. It is incredibly freeing when your emotions begin to 
flow through you naturally and easily, as they do for a small child. Emotional freedom is our natural state! 
 

 You live your life within the sacred container of the Frequency of Joy. This 
is different from the emotion of joy, which comes and goes. The Frequency 
of Joy is ever-present, like Love. From this place, life is full, deep, and rich 
with adventure and growth. Imagine embracing all of life with Love – 
without pushing anything away. This is how Dolphin lives. This is how 
they’re helping us to live. 

 Spontaneous experiences of telepathic, and even holographic, 
communication, with All of Life, occur more frequently. This non-linear, 
whole-body form of communication is so much richer ~ and quicker! ~ 
than the one-word-after-another linear way we humans communicate. 

 It’s so exciting to discover that your growing Dolphin frequency is sparking 
the light of Love and Joy in those around you! People and animals respond 
to you in new and wondrous ways. When spontaneous, genuine 
connections occur with total strangers, even a trip to the supermarket 
becomes a magical, joyous, and deeply nourishing experience!  

What is the difference between Dolphin Energy and the Dolphin 
Attunements? 

If you’re reading this, it’s likely you’ve already had some experience receiving Dolphin Energy. Perhaps you’ve been 
blessed to swim with dolphins. Or perhaps you’ve been touched by Dolphin’s immense love, contagious joy, and 
profound healing power in another way – through meditations or dreams, shamanic journeying, or by receiving Dolphin 
Energy Healing from us, or from one of the Dolphin Energy Practitioners Linda has trained and certified.  These are all 
profound, potentially life-changing experiences of receiving Dolphin Energy. 

So, how are the Dolphin Attunements different? Archie, our Dolphin Spirit Guide, uses the metaphor of the Fountain of 
Youth to help us understand: 

“The Attunements are taking place at a level beyond your current understanding, 
and beyond what can be conceptualized or put into words. 

“The best way to think about it is to understand the difference between receiving of the 
source and becoming the source.  

“It is the difference between the man who drinks of the Fountain of Youth, and the man who 
actually becomes the Fountain of Youth, so that everyone around him begins to drink of him, as 
of the water.”             
                  - Excerpted from Dolphin Love - Chapter 30, “Archie Speaks”  

“The piece that I’m realizing 
now, since my last 
Attunement, is how 
important laughter and 
play are to my very 
survival, and with every 
fiber of my being I am 
inviting more into my life.  
While I like my inner 
strength, being joy is more 
what I am interested in 
right now.   

~ J.L., Canada 
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Receiving Dolphin Energy is a wonderful, remarkable, and often life transforming experience. And, choosing to 
receive the Dolphin Attunements is a whole other level entirely. It’s something more … something beyond. The 
Attunements come from another dimension – a finer plane of reality. When you receive the Dolphin 
Attunements, you experience an evolutionary leap in your consciousness. Your essential nature is transformed.  

“We are changing the course of humanity.” - Dolphin 

How did the Dolphin Attunements come into being?  

Beginning in 1996, Dolphin led Linda on a profound seven-year inner journey of healing, transformation, growth, and 
metamorphosis. The culmination of this journey resulted in her spiritual 
awakening. She woke up one morning in January 2003 brand new! 

The Dolphins reached out to Linda, spiritually, while she was contentedly living her 
life in the high desert of Sedona, Arizona, far from the ocean and physical dolphins. 
Once she answered their call, she was surprised to discover that Dolphin’s unique 
quality of love filled her up … on all levels. It was all she needed. Linda’s “seeking” 
was over. She had found her path. Or, rather, this Dolphin path found her.  

Irrationally, Linda soon found herself wanting to BE Dolphin all of the time. This 
intense yearning came from the depth of her soul, and didn’t go away. A miracle 
was set into motion.  

Over the course of seven years, Dolphin performed an experiment on Linda. They 
found a way to manifest her deepest heart’s desire into reality. On the morning of 
her awakening, the experiment was complete. Thankfully, it was a success!  

Linda soon discovered that what she experienced was more than a spiritual 
awakening. She had undergone an interspecies metamorphosis! She had become a 
brand new being on Earth – a human-dolphin.  

Linda’s human physical form is now able to carry and sustain the high, fine 
frequencies of Dolphin all of the time. There is no separation, now, between Linda 
and Dolphin. She is that. 

Shortly after this awakening, Dolphin told Linda:  

“It is time to gather your pods  
so that other humans may receive this gift.” 

It was so clear to Linda that a gift such as this is not meant for one person alone; it’s meant to be shared. The Seven 
Dolphin Attunements, in their totality, are the vehicle through which this extraordinary gift is delivered to humanity. 

Linda’s book, Dolphin Love … From Sea to Land, tells this magical story. We highly encourage you to read it, particularly 
if you are feeling drawn to receive the remaining six Dolphin Attunements. Every word and every page of this book 
oozes Dolphin love and healing energy. Expect to receive many gifts from Dolphin that are just for you as you read! 

How are the Attunements delivered? 

You will receive this Dolphin gift in the comfort your own home, wherever on Earth you are! No travel is required. When 
you receive the Dolphin Attunements, your home and the earth underneath you also receive this gift. Mother Earth 
benefits every time one of her people receives a Dolphin Attunement. She is grateful! 

“Linda, I want to say a 
really big thank you to you 
and David for what you do. 
Your integrity in bringing 
forth the dolphins so 
profoundly makes it such a 
real experience for us all.  
I feel such appreciation 
that you listened to your 
heart. Your work with the 
dolphins is so real.  
You know, we can’t have 
this experience anywhere 
else on Earth, so this is just 
amazing that we found our 
way here as a pod. That 
you offer this in this 
lifetime ... it’s just 
amazing.” 

~ Bart Zimmerman, 
Texas, USA 

.” 
– Greet Somers, Belgium 
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 A pod experience - Dolphins live in extended-family groups called pods, in a state of deep connection. They live in 
Unity-Community. One of the big picture purposes of the Dolphin Attunements is to create Unity-Community on 
land, among humanity. For this reason, Dolphin created this journey as a pod experience. You will join with others 
from around the world, and receive your Dolphin Attunement as a pod.  We are so blessed. Dolphin brings us the 
most beautiful humans to receive this gift! 

 Each of the seven Dolphin Attunement is transmitted once a month, usually on Saturdays.  

 We connect by conference call - On Attunement day, the receiving pod gathers on a conference call. We use a 
conference call service with local telephone numbers in more than 40 countries, to minimize telephone costs for our 
international podmates.  

We open the call by creating a beautiful opening circle through guided meditation and heart-to-heart sharing. Very 
quickly, the Dolphin energy is buzzing and podmate anticipation is high! When everyone is ready, Linda leads the 
pod into the transcendent experience of receiving the Dolphin Attunement.  

 The Dolphin Attunement is transmitted directly by the Dolphin Consciousness – not by Linda – 
in a moment outside of time. After the Attunement has been transmitted, we all hang up our 
phones and surrender into receiving for about an hour. Afterwards, we re-open the conference 
call line for those who wish to call in and share their experiences. It’s magical to hear what our 
beautiful podmates feel, receive, and experience during their Dolphin Attunements. 

 How much time should I allot to receive the Attunement? - Please allow at least 2 ½ hours for each Attunement 
experience. It’s ideal to give yourself as much open time and space before and after the Attunement as you can, so 
that you can be fully present with the unfoldment of it. It’s not uncommon to feel altered for hours, and even days, 
afterwards.  

 How long will it take for me to receive all seven Attunements? - We offer two tracks – the “Fast Track,” which is 
our 6-month program, and the “Takin’ it Easy” track, which spans a year. While this is the standard flow for 
receiving, we encourage our podmates to go at their own pace, to proceed to each next Attunement in accordance 
with their own flow and inner guidance.  

 The Seventh Dolphin Attunement - Upon receiving your Seventh Dolphin Attunement, the merging of your new 
dolphin energy body and your human body is complete. You are a brand new being upon the Earth! You have 
become the fountain of Dolphin Love and Joy, and everyone around you will begin to drink of you, as of the water. 
This is huge. Congratulations!!! 

 

The Dolphin Attunement Journey Treasure Chest Overview 

By saying YES to this extraordinary journey, you can look forward to receiving … 

 Dolphin Attunements 2 – 7 – the rest of this exquisite inner Dolphin journey! 

 12 monthly Unity-Community Calls – These calls give you personal access to David and Linda, as well as voice-to-
voice and heart-to-heart connection with your podmates on this journey. These warm, loving, and uplifting calls 
include:  

o a guided dolphin energy meditation 
o podmate sharing of successes, celebrations, and new discoveries you all are making, and 
o guidance and support for challenges you may be experiencing 
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 Dolphin Attunement Pod e-mail list – You will be added to our exclusive Dolphin Attunement Pod e-mail list as soon 
as you sign up for this program, ensuring you will receive all of our communications and announcements that 
pertain to this grand adventure we’re on together. 

 

 

How much? 

For significantly less than you would pay for a 5-day swim-with-wild-dolphins adventure trip, we invite you to embark 
upon this remarkable inner dolphin journey with us – created and guided by the vast, wise, loving, pan-universal Dolphin 
Consciousness. Experience total immersion in the high, fine Love and Joy frequencies of the Dolphins, 24/7, for the 
duration of this journey, and beyond! 

As your Dolphin Attunement journey progresses, you will do much more than deepen your personal connection to the 
Dolphins – you will become a human-dolphin! Dolphin consciousness will weave into your human consciousness, 
resulting in a brand new quality of consciousness. 

Upon receiving your Seventh Dolphin Attunement, this weaving is complete, and you emerge a brand new being on 
Earth. This consciousness shift is permanent.   

This metamorphosis doesn’t happen by swimming with dolphins. Other great stuff happens when you swim with 
dolphins, but the gift the Dolphin Attunements bestow upon our podmates are unique to Dolphin Heart World. 

Rest assured, this journey is real. It’s grounded. And it’s important – both for the individuals who receive it and in the 
bigger scheme of life on Earth. But don’t take our word for it. Dive in and experience the wonder and magic for yourself. 
Your life … and your world … will never be the same! 

The Dolphin Attunement Journey Payment Plans 

We offer 3 payment options: 

Jumping for Joy! – Pre-Pay for this program, in full, for 1 payment of $1,333 (this is the best deal!) 

I’m All In! – These payment plan options are also great deals! 

 Fast track – 5 monthly payments of $311 (first payment due upon registration) 

With this plan, you will receive one Attunement per month, completing the remaining 6 Dolphin Attunements in 
6 months.  

Takin’ it easy – 11 monthly payments of $151 (first payment due upon registration) 

With this plan, you receive one Attunement every other month, completing your remaining 6 Dolphin 
Attunements in one year. This is still a vastly accelerated pace of healing, growth, and transformation!  

For this plan, we also offer the option to refresh your previous Dolphin Attunement on the in-between months 
for $33 each (regularly $44), to keep your Dolphin connection alive and your frequencies high. 

With any plan, you always have the freedom and flexibility to skip a month, should you have a schedule conflict, or feel 
you need more time in between some Attunements for integration. 
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Breakthrough to Joy! Package 

If you want to turbo-charge your healing and transformational journey, we also offer a Breakthrough to JOY! package. 
Breakthrough includes extensive, in-depth, one-on-one healing sessions and personal support with our dynamic trio – 
Linda, David, and Archie. 

We have room in our calendar to dive this deeply with just a few podmates at a time. Breakthrough is a larger 
commitment, and a larger investment of your time, energy and money. If you’d like to learn more, contact us to 
schedule a Dolphin Discovery Call to explore this possibility. 

 

Thank you, from our whole hearts, for the privilege and joy of sharing the First Dolphin Attunement with you. 
Remember, the gift you received is permanent, and the blessings will continue to unfold within you, and in your life, for 
as long as you are open to receive them.  

Should you choose to join us for the rest of the Dolphin Attunement Journey, that just makes us Jump for Joy!  

If this path is not for you at this time, we completely honor and respect that. We do hope you’ll choose to stay in 
connection with us, and our community. Your presence among us is a gift not only to us, but to the dolphins, and to our 
beloved Mother Earth. 

Radiant Blessings of Dolphin Love & Joy, 

Linda Shay & David Rosenthal 

Dolphin Ambassadors for JOYful Living! 

www.DolphinHeartWorld.com 
linda@dolphinheartworld.com 
855.DLFNLUV (855.353.6588) toll-free 
or 928.852.3788 local and international   

 
 

 We bring the Gifts of the Dolphins … from Sea to Land! 
Love ~ Joy ~ Freedom ~ Play ~ Flow ~ Connection ~ Unity 
 

http://www.dolphinheartworld.com/
mailto:linda@dolphinheartworld.com

